
Oregon OSHA accident investigation data for inspections opened in 2012

Event Date

Insp 

Number Age Fatality?

Hospit-

alized? Nature Part Source

Environ-

mental 

Factor Human Factor

Fall

Ht Accident Description
1/5/2012 315950527 66 Yes No Fracture Head Motor

vehicle

(highway)

Squeeze

point action

Malfunction of

procedure for

lock-out tag-out

RUN OVER BY TRUCK:  A dump truck driver returning from a trip reported a brake system leak on the passenger side third axle of the pup 

trailer he was pulling behind the dump truck. The shop supervisor and the victim met and decided the supervisor would get the vehicle from 

the parking lot and drive it to an area near the shop where the mechanic could analyze the problem. While the supervisor was driving the 

truck and trailer from the parking area to the shop he was flagged down by another truck driver. He stopped the truck he was operating, got 

out and walked over to the other driver and engaged in a conversation with him for several minutes. Afterward the supervisor returned to 

the dump truck and proceeded to drive it to the area for service. When he arrived at the service area another worker came running up to 

him and told him the mechanic had been run over in the parking lot.

1/5/2012 315935007 57 No Yes Concussion Head Materials

handling

equipment

Pinch point

action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

CAUGHT BETWEEN SCAFFOLD AND BUCKET OF CRANE:   The victim was working from a scaffold on the  inside of water tank under 

construction when the crane operator struck the scaffold frame pinching victim between scaffold and wall of water tank.

1/6/2012 315950675 45 Yes No Fracture Head Other Flying object

action

Other EMPLOYEE WAS STRUCK BY A LIMB WHEN FALLING A TREE,:  The employee was standing next to a maple tree watching the cutter 

fall the tree. As the tree was going over, a large limb came out of the top of the tree, striking the employee in the head.

1/6/2012 315924340 53 No Yes Amputation Arms(s) -

multiple

Bodily

motion

Pinch point

action

Malfunction of

procedure for

lock-out tag-out

CONTACTED A NIP POINT OF A CONVEYOR BELT ROLL:  Victim was working on replacing bearings on a roll of a conveyor system. 

Running the belt to check adjustments. Contacted the return portion of the belt and was pulled into the nip point of the roll. Victim was 

entangled in the roll. Received multiple fractures and punctured lung. Employee was removed from the nip point of belt roll. Transported to 

local hospital and life flight to Portland hospital.

1/6/2012 315664516 40 No Yes Fracture Hip(s) Metal

products

Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Procedure for

handling

materials not

appropriate for

task

CRUSH BY PAINT BOOTH:  On or about January 6, 2012 at approximately 1:50 pm, the victim was in the process of dismantling an 

approximate 14 foot long by 12 foot high by 10 foot long free standing paint booth built in three separate sections at a recently shut down 

industrial plant. The victim and a helper were in the process of laying the first section on the ground. The first section fell, followed by the 

other two sections which were joined by a thin nylon line. When the structure collapsed it trapped the victim underneath the ventilation fan 

and amongst the stainless steel debris. The Fire Department had to extricate the victim from the debris.

1/11/2012 315664532 37 No Yes Concussion Head Ladder Other Other FALL FROM LADDER:  The worker was working from a six foot, aluminum step ladder, when he reportedly lost consciousness and fell to 

the ground. He suffered a concussion and was transported via life flight to OSHU.

1/11/2012 315924399 63 No Yes Fracture Chest Ladder Other Other 10 EMPLOYEE FELL WHEN DESCENDING LADDER.:  On or about January 11, 2012, at approximately 12:00 pm, the victim was attempting 

to climb down an extension ladder from the roof when the base of the unsecured ladder slid out from under the worker. This caused the 

victim to fall to the lower level, landing on his back, on top of the ladder.

1/13/2012 315664615 51 No Yes Amputation Finger(s) Machine Shear point

action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

AMPUTATION OF FINGER:  Worker was cleaning a loader bin at the end of the day. He reached in to help clear the product with his hand, 

His little finger, on his right hand, was caught by the auger at the bottom of the bin and was amputated.

1/17/2012 315934620 59 No Yes Fracture Multiple Ladder Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Equipment

inuse not

appropriate for

operation or

process

11 FALL:   An employee fell to concrete while stepping off the roof surface onto a step ladder.

1/24/2012 315951434 50 Yes No Other Other body

system

Other Other Other FOUND IN FALL PROTECTION UNRESPONSIVE:  The victim was working from an elevated area wearing a full face respirator and a fall 

arrest harness with retractable lifeline. No witnesses saw the event but it is suspected the victim suddenly collapsed hitting several pipes as 

he fell to an arrested position in his harness. The victim remained suspended in his harness preventing a fall to the concrete floor 7.9 feet 

below his feet. The victim was then rescued

from the elevated work area by his coworkers and EMS responders. The victim was pronounced dead at Tuality Hospital.

2/3/2012 315665208 50 No Yes Concussion Head Working

surface

Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

10 FALL FROM ELEVATION:  On or about February 03, 2012 at approximately 9:30 am, the victim was in the process of installing an electrical 

line to a garage door opener in the attic of a residential home. He fell through the celling to a concrete floor approximately 10 foot 1 inch 

below.

2/6/2012 315952622 45 No Yes Cut or

laceration

Foot, feet,

toes or

ankle(s)

Other Other Malfunction of

procedure for

securing

operation or

warning of

hazardous

situation

HYDROBLASTING FOOT INJURY: The victim was hydro-blasting the inside of a coal tar tank and inadvertently blasted his foot. His boot 

had no metatarsal protection and the high pressure water sliced through the rubber causing serious lacerations' to his foot.
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Oregon OSHA accident investigation data for inspections opened in 2012

Event Date

Insp 

Number Age Fatality?

Hospit-

alized? Nature Part Source

Environ-

mental 

Factor Human Factor

Fall

Ht Accident Description
2/7/2012 315952481 50 No Yes Fracture Body

system

Hoisting

apparatus

Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Other THUNDERBIRD 255 YARDER TIPPED OVER.:  The crew was sending a turn of logs to the landing, when the "dog" on the guyline broke, 

allowing the guyline to free spool, resulting in the yarder tipping sideways.

2/9/2012 315935213 36 No Yes Electric

shock

Hand(s) Electrical

apparatus

or wiring

Other Operational

position not

appropriate for

task

ELECTRIC SHOCK:  On 2/9/12, at approximately 1:00 pm, Emp #1 was engaged in repair work on a power utility pole. This was a dead end 

pole at a residence. He opened the cut out to the transformer on his pole with a hot stick and was waiting for the feeder line to be de-

energized. At some point, he got on the high side of the transformer before the line was de-energized, and made contact with the top of the 

cut out and the guy wire to the pole. He received a shock to both hands and was severely injured.

2/13/2012 315935189 55 No Yes Other Multiple Ladder Other Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

FALL:  At approximately 10:42 am an employee climbed up a ladder to inspect the trolley on a hoist. Once he reached the hoist the 

employee fell from the ladder to the floor below.

2/14/2012 315665406 42 No Yes Fracture Arms(s) -

multiple

Machine Catch point

or puncture

action

Safety devices

removed or

inoperative

ARM CAUGHT IN MACHINE:  On or about February 14, 2012 at approximately 10:25 am, the crew was reprocessing the final few cherries 

when the victim reached in the back of a "cherry pitter" (for unknown reasons) and got his sweatshirt caught in an unguarded shaft. The 

victim was "lifeflighted" to OHSU in Portland, Oregon where he was treated for two compound fractures to his right arm.

2/15/2012 315952929 31 No Yes Bruise,

contusion,

abrasion

Knee(s) Hoisting

apparatus

Pinch point

action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

STRUCK BY CRANE:  There are three bridge cranes that operate on the same bridge in the foundry. Each day during the lunch break for 

production workers maintenance technicians perform daily inspections and maintenance to these cranes. One of the maintenance 

technicians had been on light duty for the last month restricted from climbing ladders so the victim has been inspecting two cranes during 

the period with the assistance of an apprentice maintenance technician. The apprentice has been only servicing one of the other cranes 

prior to the day of the accident and although each crane is similar they do each have some unique operational characteristics. The victim 

noticed that wire rope was not properly wound on the drum of the crane he was servicing and suspected that the operator had side-loading 

the block causing the problem, however, he needed to rewind and observe the rope rewind on the drum to be sure there was not a problem 

with the rope or the...

2/16/2012 315935296 29 No Yes Fracture Multiple Materials

handling

equipment

Overhead

moving

and/or falling

object action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

STRUCK BY:  At approximately 1:30 pm an employee was in the process of setting a choker when a log fell out of the turn of logs going to 

the landing. The log struck an employee seriously injuring him.

2/19/2012 315952952 30 Yes No Other Other body

system

Firearm Other Other DECEASED WAS VICTIM OF A CRIME BY FIREARM.: The deceased was working as a lounge host who stepped outside the restaurant 

door to deal with several people that was creating a disturbance when for unknown reasons an assailant came around the corner and 

discharged a firearm into the crowd striking the victim. Victim died at the scene.

2/28/2012 315925172 60 Yes No Other Multiple Motor

vehicle

(highway)

Other Other STRUCK BY VEHICLE:  On or about February 28, 2012, at approximately 1:00 pm, the victim was preparing to perform some cold-patch 

work on a county road. The victim was standing near the road's center line, in the area of the rear, left corner of a company flat-bed pickup. 

An oncoming vehicle struck and carried the victim to the ditch of the north-bound lane.

3/3/2012 315925271 32 Yes No Other Multiple Other Overhead

moving

and/or falling

object action

Malfunction of

procedure for

lock-out tag-out

VICTIM WAS STRUCK BY A PLASTIC PIPE.:  On or about March 3, 2012, at approximately 10:00 pm, the victim was performing 

maintenance in the area of the Line 1 Unitizing Rack. The "arms" that hold the plastic pipes from coming off the upper holding table 

unexpectedly lowered, allowing a pipe weighing approximately 396 pounds to drop on the victim.

3/5/2012 315935767 46 No Yes Electric

shock

Body

system

Electrical

apparatus

or wiring

Other Malfunction of

procedure for

lock-out tag-out 15

ELECRIC SHOCK:  Emp # 1 was engaged in the remodel of a Wal Mart store as an electrician. Emp #1 went inside the building and raised 

a ladder to disconnect a light which had not been de-energized. He received an electrical shock during the process, and fell approximately 

15 feet off of the ladder which resulted in serious injuries for which he was hospitalized.

3/5/2012 315665984 23 No Yes Fracture Leg(s) Materials

handling

equipment

Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Operational

position not

appropriate for

task

12

FALL FROM ELEVATION:  On or about March 5, 2012 at approximately 2:30 pm, the victim was in the process of retrieving a file box from 

a set of shelves approximately 16 feet high with a stock picker forklift. The victim did not use the harness and inertia reel provided and fitted 

to the equipment operating station. When he raised the platform to the desired height of approximately 12 feet, he walked out on the pallet 

attached to the forks of the lift. While he was searching for the desired file he walked off the end of the pallet, falling approximately 12 feet to 

the concrete floor below.

3/8/2012 315935924 29 No Yes Fracture Multiple Other Materials

handling

equipment or

method

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

STRUCK BY:  At approximately 1 pm on March 8, 2012 two employee had just set chokers on two logs and sent them to the landing. The 

logs were landed on the landing and the chokers were released. After a short time, the logs slid back over the edge of the landing back 

down the hill. A warning was given by the yarder engineer. As the two logs slid back down the hill, one of the logs hit a stump and veered 

toward the two choker setters. The logs struck the employees injuring them.

3/8/2012 315935742 29 No Yes Dislocation Leg(s) Materials

handling

equipment

Flying object

action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

STRUCK BY:  At approximately 7:00am on March 8, 2012 the choker setter was struck in the leg by a log that moved as a turn of logs were 

being yarded towards the landing area.

3/8/2012 315935924 29 No Yes Fracture Multiple Other Materials

handling

equipment or

method

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

STRUCK BY:  At approximately 1 pm on March 8, 2012 two employee had just set chokers on two logs and sent them to the landing. The 

logs were landed on the landing and the chokers were released. After a short time, the logs slid back over the edge of the landing back 

down the hill. A warning was given by the yarder engineer. As the two logs slid back down the hill, one of the logs hit a stump and veered 

toward the two choker setters. The logs struck the employees injuring them.
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Oregon OSHA accident investigation data for inspections opened in 2012

Event Date

Insp 

Number Age Fatality?

Hospit-

alized? Nature Part Source

Environ-

mental 

Factor Human Factor

Fall

Ht Accident Description
3/13/2012 316421460 39 No Yes Fracture Multiple Ladder Other Other 8 EMPLOYEE FELL FROM PORTABLE STEP LADDER NEXT TO SCAFFOLDING.:  An employee was ascending an 8 foot step ladder next 

to a supported scaffold while carrying a bucket of plaster. The employee somehow lost his balance and fell to the floor sustaining multiple 

fractures.

3/14/2012 316422542 30 No Yes Amputation Foot, feet,

toes or

ankle(s)

Motor

vehicle

(industrial)

Materials

handling

equipment or

method

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

STANDUP FORKLIFT CRUSHED EMPLOYEE'S FOOT.: An employee was using a standup forklift to move approximately 20 large crates 

from the loading dock to the inside of the warehouse. The employee noticed that he was very close to the edge of the loading dock, and 

removed his foot from the "deadman" pedal. The forklift stopped abruptly, causing him to loose his balance. His left foot came out of the 

operator's compartment and slid under the wheel of the lift.

3/20/2012 316422146 32 No Yes Fracture Hip(s) Machine Materials

handling

equipment or

method

Operational

position not

appropriate for

task

EMPLOYEE FELL FROM CRANE CATWALK TO LOWER LEVEL:  Employee preparing a crane for shipment moved live mast which 

caused crane to tip. Tipping motion resulted in employee falling off the crane catwalk. Employee fell approximately 12 feet to pavement. 

Serious injury resulted.

3/29/2012 316422666 30 No No Amputation Finger(s) Machine Pinch point

action

Operational

position not

appropriate for

task

FINGERS AMPUTATED:  The tips of the middle and ring fingers on the left hand of a press brake operator were amputated when the die 

closed on his hand while bending a small part. The machine had a Laser Based Hydraulic Press Brake Guarding system installed. The mute 

position setup on the laser system was adjusted too far from the die defeating the guarding function of the device.

4/1/2012 315666743 58 No Yes Fracture Lower

leg(s)

Person Other Other PERSONAL ASSAULT RESULTED IN BROKEN TIBIA AND FIBULA:  Worker was kicked in the right, lower leg by a client. This resulted in 

a broken leg.

4/6/2012 315901322 60 No Yes Fracture Multiple Vegetation Flying object

action

TIMBER FALLER STRUCK BY TREE TOP.:  The victim was falling a second growth Douglas fir tree when the tree left the stump, hit a snag 

laying in the skid road catapulting it back up the hill where the victim was getting in the clear. A piece of the snag broke out and struck the 

victim in the back of the hard hat. The snag chunk drove the victim to the ground breaking his jaw and fracturing his neck. The victim walked 

to the landing where the logging crew administered first aid and transported the victim to River Bend hospital.

4/8/2012 316422757 25 No Yes Other Multiple Gases Other Other EMPLOYEE INJURED FROM EXPLOSION IN AN OXYGEN FILL SYSTEM.:   A vehicle service tech employee was filling an oxygen, 

compressed gas cylinder from a booster pump/manifold when an explosion of the fill line occurred. The employee received onsite care and 

was transported by the employer to Emanuel Hospital and listed in critical condition with a pulmonary contusion and second degree burns to 

his face/head.

4/9/2012 316425347 38 No Yes Amputation Reproductive 

system

Air pressure Overpressure or 

underpressure 

condition

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

On 04/09/12 at approximately 2:00 PM, an employee was struck by a 6-inch stainless steel end cap, after it had been cut with a sever 

master cutting tool. The line being worked on was being purged with N2 at the time of the cut, to prevent particulate back-streaming. The 

line also had a 1/2-inch purge port on it and the cap had been loosened to reduce pressure, but there was no regulator in-line, so 

employees did not know internal pressure of pipe. Employee suffered a fractured testicle from the stainless steel cap striking him in the 

groin area.

4/10/2012 315666768 12 No Yes Fracture Back Ladder Other Other 16 FALL FROM ELEVATION:  One employee engaged in siding type work activity fell from an extension ladder while installing vapor barrier.

4/11/2012 316423102 48 No Yes Fracture Leg(s) Working

surface

Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

4 CARPENTER FELL THROUGH FLOOR OPENING:  A carpenter was installing plywood as part of a new floor. The employee fell through an 

opening of the floor between the floor joists landing on the main floor below.

4/11/2012 316423136 53 No Yes Bruise,

contusion,

abrasion

Head Glass Overhead

moving

and/or falling

object action

Procedure for

handling

materials not

appropriate for

task

STRUCK BY FALLING MATERIALS:  A stack of bottles on a packaging conveyor fell over striking a worker on the head as he was bent 

over cleaning the floor next to the conveyor.

4/11/2012 315666727 36 Yes No Other Body

system

Other Other Other UNKNOWN:  Employee was working to restrain a patient, when he collapsed. He could not be revived.

4/16/2012 315667055 44 No No Bruise,

contusion,

abrasion

Body

system

Buildings Other Safety devices

removed or

inoperative

VICTIM FELL OFF A 6.5 FT PLATFORM.:  The victim was in process of emptying a pallet of 20 bags of 50 lb sacks of sugar into a 500 

gallon mixer from a 6.5 foot platform when he suddenly lost his balance and fell to the cement floor below. The victim was transported by 

ambulance to Salem General Hospital where he was treated for contusions and possible concussion and released.

4/24/2012 315667030 32 No Yes Fracture Arms(s) -

multiple

Motor

vehicle

(industrial)

Overhead

moving

and/or falling

object action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

TRACTOR ROLL-OVER:  On or about April 24 at approximately 2:45 pm, the victim was in the process of mowing a vineyard with a 

Lasndini 5860 tractor with a mowing attachment. He came up a 20 degree slope from the bottom of the field and tried to make a 180 degree 

at the top of the field. He found he did not have the room for the turn, so backed up to make more space. As he did so the tractor became 

unbalanced and slid down the 20 degree slope two feet before he rolled the tractor onto it's right side. It slid down the hill approximately 100 

feet, ejecting the victim when the seatbelt popped open.

4/25/2012 316423797 30 No Yes Cut or

laceration

Hand(s) Machine Catch point

or puncture

action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

CAUGHT IN MACHINE:  A machine operator's hand was caught in a machine with a rotating blade causing crushing and severe laceration 

injuries.
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Oregon OSHA accident investigation data for inspections opened in 2012

Event Date

Insp 

Number Age Fatality?

Hospit-

alized? Nature Part Source

Environ-

mental 

Factor Human Factor

Fall

Ht Accident Description
4/26/2012 316424035 24 No Yes Fracture Lower

arm(s)

Machine Catch point

or puncture

action

Safety devices

removed or

inoperative

EMPLOYEE CAUGHT HAND/ARM IN A ROTATING ROLL ON ROLLCASE:   The victim reached into a a drum at the shingle bundle 

outfeed belt resulting in the arm being caught in the drum and breaking the victims arm.

4/28/2012 315667378 35 No Yes Amputation Finger(s) Machine Other Procedure for

handling

materials not

appropriate for

task

AMPUTATION OF FINGERS:  On or about April 28, 2012 at approximately 8:00 pm the accident victim was in the process of using a 

horizontal band saw to cut a piece of 3 inch diameter metal flex tubing. The accident victim had placed the tubing in the clamp of the band 

saw and turned the machine on. As the machine was running the accident victim then attempted to adjust the clamp to hold the flex tubing 

in place. During that time the accident victims gloved right hand was caught in the teeth of the running band saw blade resulting in four 

fingers on right hand being amputated.

5/4/2012 315901850 37 No Yes Fracture Foot, feet,

toes or

ankle(s)

Ladder Materials

handling

equipment or

method

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

10 VICTIM FELL OFF A LADDER:  Employees had installed a trench box specifically used to set manholes in a 10 feet deep excavation. Two 

employees, including the victim, accessed the inside of the trench box to rake gravel to create a base at proper grade for the installation of 

the concrete base of the manhole. When the two employees egressed out of the trench box, they repositioned the ladder to give as much 

room as possible to set the base. They leaned the ladder straight up against the side wall of the trench box. The base was installed using a 

mechanical hoe and when it was just above the bottom of the excavation, the victim got back on the ladder to access the excavation to 

guide the base to its proper location. Without resetting the ladder, the victim climbed on the ladder and it tipped backwards inside of the 

trench box. The victim jumped off the ladder striking the concrete base with his right foot breaking bones in his foot. After regaining 

composure, the victim egressed out of the trench box on his own and was helped to a place for him to rest. 

5/7/2012 316424498 38 No Yes Burn or

scald (heat)

Multiple Fire or

smoke

Flammable

liquid or solid

exposure

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

EMPLOYEE SUSTAINED BURNS FROM CHEMICAL FIRE:   An employee was performing a non-routine task; using lacquer thinner 

(contains Methanol, Toluene, Acetone, MEK, Petroleum-Light aliphatic naphtha) to remove adhesive from a floor that had just been 

removed. It a appears that the water heater's gas pilot light ignited the vapors during this non-routine task and the employee suffered burns 

on 30 percent of his body (legs, arms, neck and face).

5/7/2012 315926725 40 No Yes Fracture Upper

leg(s)

Motor

vehicle

(industrial)

Other Malfunction of

procedure for

securing

operation or

warning of

hazardous

situation

VICTIM WAS STRUCK BY A FIELD SPRAYER BOOM.: The victim had parked the tractor after he finished spraying a field. When the victim 

exited the cab, the tractor started to roll forward down the slope. The victim was struck by the sprayer boom, sustaining a broken left femur.

5/9/2012 315937268 26 Yes No Fracture Multiple Vegetation Flying object

action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

STRUCK BY:  At approximately 6:00 am, the victim was setting chokers in a unit of tree length, 2nd growth timber on steep terrain. This was 

the 3rd or 4th turn of logs hooked that morning, and consisted of a single 15" diameter tree which measured 67' long to the broken top 

which was lodged under some logs and poked in the ground. The victim set the choker 47' from the big end and retreated to an area uphill 

from the turn. The rigging slinger gave the go ahead signal and when the lines came tight, the log swung forward and struck the victim in the 

chest and head. First aid and CPR were performed until EMS arrived and the victim was pronounced dead at the scene.

5/16/2012 315937607 58 No Yes Fracture Chest Machine Materials

handling

equipment or

method

Operational

position not

appropriate for

task

EMPLOYEE FELL FROM QUAD SAW:  An employee was performing maintenance on the Quad saw and when he passed over the saw 

floor opening he fell to the shaker conveyor below.

5/20/2012 316425263 39 Yes No Puncture Chest Person Catch point

or puncture

action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

HOMICIDE:  A mental health worker was stabbed to death while making a visit to a client.

5/22/2012 315902262 28 No Yes Foreign

body in eye

Eye(s) Metal

products

Flying object

action

Insufficient or

lack of

protective wrok

clothing and

equipment

PEICE OF METAL STRUCK VICTIM IN THE LEFT EYE.: Two workers were removing an S Cam off the brake system on a truck trailer. The 

victim was holding onto the part while the other worker hit the part with a hammer. When the part was hit with the hammer a piece of metal 

broke off the S Cam and hit the victim in the left eye. Victim was transported to River Bend hospital and surgery was conducted to remove 

the metal shard. Victim was released the following day.

5/23/2012 315937656 47 No Yes Burn or

scald (heat)

Back Chemical

(liquids or

vapors)

Gas,

vapor,mist,

fume, dust,

etc.

condition

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

AN EMPLOYEE WAS BURNT BY FIRE WHEN TORCH CUTTING:  An employee torch cutting a hay baler in a metal scrap yard was 

significantly burned when engulfed by a sudden burst of flame.
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Oregon OSHA accident investigation data for inspections opened in 2012

Event Date

Insp 

Number Age Fatality?

Hospit-

alized? Nature Part Source

Environ-

mental 

Factor Human Factor

Fall

Ht Accident Description
5/30/2012 316425974 46 No Yes Burn

(chemical)

Lung Chemical

(liquids or

vapors)

Gas,

vapor,mist,

fume, dust,

etc.

condition

Malfunction of

procedure for

securing

operation or

warning of

hazardous

situation

CHLORINE GAS RELEASE: There was a large chlorine release due to pumping of acid into the wrong tank. This facility was recently 

converted to a milk packaging plant only - no

ice cream. Consequently, they reduced their ammonia usage and are no longer a PSM covered process. 

6/4/2012 315926840 50 No Yes Burn

(chemical)

Body

system

Chemical

(liquids or

vapors)

Chemical

action/reacti

on exposure

Malfunction of

perception

system with

respect to task

environment

WORKER DRANK EPOXY FROM A SECONDARY CONTAINER:  The worker picked up a PowerAde bottle in a sub-contractors storage 

area, the worker drank out of the bottle thinking it was water. The bottle contained epoxy hardener, and was labeled with the words "Danger" 

"Epoxy" "Glenn" and a skull and cross bones icon. There were no witnesses. 

6/11/2012 316426329 19 No Yes Amputation Foot, feet,

toes or

ankle(s)

Machine Other Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

FARM WORKER HAD 5 TOES AMPUTATED BY CONTACTING A PRUNING MAC:  Farm worker was assisting with a pruning machine 

and contacted the blade with his right foot after a plant fell and he tried picking it up with his foot. In the process, the worker lost all 5 toes on 

his right foot.

6/11/2012 315902577 35 No Yes Fracture Hand(s) Machine Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Other VICTIMS HAND STRUCK BY RIGHT ANGLE GRINDER.: The employee was operating a right angle grinder on a rough surface weld on the 

inside of a pipe. The grinder caught the weld and struck the employee's hand against the inside of the pipe.

6/12/2012 315926949 37 No Yes Fracture Upper

leg(s)

Working

surface

Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Insufficient or

lack of

protective wrok

clothing and

equipment

31 VICTIM FELL FROM THE ROOF OF A QUONSET HUT. On or about June 12, 2012, at approximately 5:45 pm, the victim was working on 

top of the "starter ring" of a new steel structure being constructed. The victim was placing tools and supplies when the structure panel he 

was standing on buckled, causing the victim to lose balance and fall approximately 31 feet.

6/12/2012 316426394 47 No Yes Amputation Finger(s) Machine Other Other AMPUTATED FINGERS BY PANEL SAW:  Employee was operating a panel saw cutting OSB when he had his fingers in the path of the blade as in cut the panel.

6/15/2012 315938118 30 Yes No Fracture Chest Materials

handling

equipment

Flying object

action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

STRUCK BY:  At approximately 8:30 am on June 15, 2012, the victim had sent a radio signal to the Bowman Carriage to pick-up on the 

drop line attached to choked logs. One of the choked logs broke and flew directly at the victim striking him. The victim was fatally injured.

6/21/2012 315668558 47 No Yes Fracture Face Air pressure Flying object

action

Other STRUCK BY SPRINKLER PART:  Employee was working to install and activate a large irrigation system. When the system was charged, 

the water did not flow and the worker attempted to tighten the latch by pushing on it. The PVC fitting broke and the hydrant head and air hit 

the worker, causing him to be lifted into the air and then falling to the ground. He received a broken nose and two teeth, as well as cuts to 

his face. The valve on the hydrant was not open, this caused the pressure to build up.

6/26/2012 316427244 27 No Yes Concussion Head Dust,

particles,

chips

Gas,

vapor,mist,

fume, dust,

etc.

condition

Equipment

inuse not

appropriate for

operation or

process

OVERCOME BY VAPORS FROM A FIRE IN THE KITCHEN TOWEL DRYER.:  The incident occurred in the inmate kitchen. The cleaning 

towels and aprons from the kitchen are laundered by the inmates in a standard household washer/dryer set. Some of this cloth gets heavily 

saturated with grease. On the day of the incident, 6/26/12, the dryer was overloaded and left standing after the drying cycle was completed. 

The hot towels with residues of grease from the kitchen began to smolder. correction officers responded to the event. They removed the 

smoldering towels from the dryer and extinguished them. The towels were described as billowing with smoke and the COs inhaled a large 

amount of the smoke. After the event, the COs rested in the break room. One CO began to feel sick and passed out. She fell off the chair 

she was sitting on, and hit her head suffering a serious injury.

6/29/2012 315927293 40 No Yes Amputation Finger(s) Machine Other Safety devices

removed or

inoperative

AMPUTATION OF FINGERS:  The employee was cutting a 5 inch wide by 3/4 inch thick board on a table saw. His left hand was holding the 

board behind the saw blade while he was performing the "plunge" cut. The saw kicked back the board and his left hand cutting off the pinky 

and the middle finger.

6/30/2012 315927319 53 No Yes Fracture Chest Materials

handling

equipment

Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Equipment

inuse not

appropriate for

operation or

process

ORCHARD TRACTOR WITH SPRAYER ROLLED OVER: The victim was operating a tractor with attached fogging sprayer in an orchard 

applying chemicals. The employee attempted to turn on a hillside at the end of a row. Tractor and sprayer unit rolled  Over.The tractor rolled 

over the victim and continued down the hillside. The victim was found by a co-worker. The victim had already called for help. First aid was 

administered until paramedics arrived. The victim was then transported to a point in the orchard that he was picked up by Life Flight and 

transported to OSHU Portland.

7/5/2012 316427400 38 No Yes Fracture Back Ladder Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Operational

position not

appropriate for

task

18 EMPLOYEE FALL:  A new employee working in the area alone was siding a house out of view from other crew members. The employee fell 

from either a ladder or scaffold striking the patio below.
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Oregon OSHA accident investigation data for inspections opened in 2012

Event Date

Insp 

Number Age Fatality?

Hospit-

alized? Nature Part Source

Environ-

mental 

Factor Human Factor

Fall

Ht Accident Description
7/10/2012 315668780 22 No Yes Bruise,

contusion,

abrasion

Body

system

Motor

vehicle

(highway)

Other Other MVA:  On July 10, 2012 at approximately 2:15am a group of three vehicles was headed eastbound on Hwy 126E near mile post 12 west of 

Prineville. The second vehicle in that group a 2000 Chevrolet van was carrying 10 wildland fire fighters. It appears the driver of the van fell 

asleep while trying to negotiate a curve in the road and struck the left front side of a Freightliner truck headed west bound. As a result of the 

accident four of the wildland fire fighters were transported by ambulance to Pioneer Memorial Hospital in Prinville, three were transported to 

St.Charles Medical Center in Bend (two by ambulance and one by lifeflight), three were transported by ambulance to St.Charles Medical 

Center in Redmond. Nine of the accident victims were treated for minor injuries and released. One victim suffered broken ribs and was kept 

over night at St.Charles Medical Center in Bend.

7/10/2012 315668798 48 Yes No Other Body

system

Motor

vehicle

(highway)

Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Other STRUCK BY:  On or about July 11, 2012, at approximately 7:40 pm, the victim was in the process of setting a construction sign on the 

southbound side of a two-lane road at the fog line. An intoxicated private motorist traveling south on that stretch of highway, struck the 

victim.

7/10/2012 315668780 39 No Yes Fracture Abdomen Motor

vehicle

(highway)

Other Other MVA:  On July 10, 2012 at approximately 2:15am a group of three vehicles was headed eastbound on Hwy 126E near mile post 12 west of 

Prineville. The second vehicle in that group a 2000 Chevrolet van was carrying 10 wildland fire fighters. It appears the driver of the van fell 

asleep while trying to negotiate a curve in the road and struck the left front side of a Freightliner truck headed west bound. As a result of the 

accident four of the wildland fire fighters were transported by ambulance to Pioneer Memorial Hospital in Prinville, three were transported to 

St.Charles Medical Center in Bend (two by ambulance and one by lifeflight),

three were transported by ambulance to St.Charles Medical Center in Redmond. Nine of the accident victims were

treated for minor injuries and released. One victim suffered broken ribs and was kept over night at St.Charles Medical Center in Bend.

7/10/2012 315668780 33 No Yes Bruise,

contusion,

abrasion

Body

system

Motor

vehicle

(highway)

Other Other MVA:  On July 10, 2012 at approximately 2:15am a group of three vehicles was headed eastbound on Hwy 126E near mile post 12 west of 

Prineville. The second vehicle in that group a 2000 Chevrolet van was carrying 10 wildland fire fighters. It appears the driver of the van fell 

asleep while trying to negotiate a curve in the road and struck the left front side of a Freightliner truck headed west bound. As a result of the 

accident four of the wildland fire fighters were transported by ambulance to Pioneer Memorial Hospital in Prinville, three were transported to 

St.Charles Medical Center in Bend (two by ambulance and one by lifeflight),

Three were transported by ambulance to St.Charles Medical Center in Redmond. Nine of the accident victims were treated for minor injuries 

and released. One victim suffered broken ribs and was kept over night at St.Charles Medical Center in Bend.

7/10/2012 315668780 20 No Yes Bruise,

contusion,

abrasion

Body

system

Motor

vehicle

(highway)

Other Other MVA:  On July 10, 2012 at approximately 2:15am a group of three vehicles was headed eastbound on Hwy 126E near mile post 12 west of 

Prineville. The second vehicle in that group a 2000 Chevrolet van was carrying 10 wildland fire fighters. It appears the driver of the van fell 

asleep while trying to negotiate a curve in the road and struck the left front side of a Freightliner truck headed west bound. As a result of the 

accident four of the wildland fire fighters were transported by ambulance to Pioneer Memorial Hospital in Prinville, three were transported to 

St.Charles Medical Center in Bend (two by ambulance and one by lifeflight),

Three were transported by ambulance to St.Charles Medical Center in Redmond. Nine of the accident victims were treated for minor injuries 

and released. One victim suffered broken ribs and was kept over night at St.Charles Medical Center in Bend.

7/10/2012 315668780 36 No Yes Bruise,

contusion,

abrasion

Body

system

Motor

vehicle

(highway)

Other Other MVA:  On July 10, 2012 at approximately 2:15am a group of three vehicles was headed eastbound on Hwy 126E near mile post 12 west of 

Prineville. The second vehicle in that group a 2000 Chevrolet van was carrying 10 wildland fire fighters. It appears the driver of the van fell 

asleep while trying to negotiate a curve in the road and struck the left front side of a Freightliner truck headed west bound. As a result of the 

accident four of the wildland fire fighters were transported by ambulance to Pioneer Memorial Hospital in Prinville, three were transported to 

St.Charles Medical Center in Bend (two by ambulance and one by lifeflight),

Three were transported by ambulance to St.Charles Medical Center in Redmond. Nine of the accident victims were treated for minor injuries 

and released. One victim suffered broken ribs and was kept over night at St.Charles Medical Center in Bend.

7/10/2012 315668780 40 No Yes Bruise,

contusion,

abrasion

Body

system

Motor

vehicle

(highway)

Other Other MVA:  On July 10, 2012 at approximately 2:15am a group of three vehicles was headed eastbound on Hwy 126E near mile post 12 west of 

Prineville. The second vehicle in that group a 2000 Chevrolet van was carrying 10 wildland fire fighters. It appears the driver of the van fell 

asleep while trying to negotiate a curve in the road and struck the left front side of a Freightliner truck headed west bound. As a result of the 

accident four of the wildland fire fighters were transported by ambulance to Pioneer Memorial Hospital in Prinville, three were transported to 

St.Charles Medical Center in Bend (two by ambulance and one by lifeflight),

Three were transported by ambulance to St.Charles Medical Center in Redmond. Nine of the accident victims were treated for minor injuries 

and released. One victim suffered broken ribs and was kept over night at St.Charles Medical Center in Bend.
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Oregon OSHA accident investigation data for inspections opened in 2012

Event Date

Insp 

Number Age Fatality?

Hospit-

alized? Nature Part Source

Environ-

mental 

Factor Human Factor

Fall

Ht Accident Description
7/10/2012 315668780 37 No Yes Bruise,

contusion,

abrasion

Body

system

Motor

vehicle

(highway)

Other Other MVA:  On July 10, 2012 at approximately 2:15am a group of three vehicles was headed eastbound on Hwy 126E near mile post 12 west of 

Prineville. The second vehicle in that group a 2000 Chevrolet van was carrying 10 wildland fire fighters. It appears the driver of the van fell 

asleep while trying to negotiate a curve in the road and struck the left front side of a Freightliner truck headed west bound. As a result of the 

accident four of the wildland fire fighters were transported by ambulance to Pioneer Memorial Hospital in Prinville, three were transported to 

St.Charles Medical Center in Bend (two by ambulance and one by lifeflight),

Three were transported by ambulance to St.Charles Medical Center in Redmond. Nine of the accident victims were treated for minor injuries 

and released. One victim suffered broken ribs and was kept over night at St.Charles Medical Center in Bend.

7/10/2012 315668780 38 No Yes Bruise,

contusion,

abrasion

Body

system

Motor

vehicle

(highway)

Other Other MVA:  On July 10, 2012 at approximately 2:15am a group of three vehicles was headed eastbound on Hwy 126E near mile post 12 west of 

Prineville. The second vehicle in that group a 2000 Chevrolet van was carrying 10 wildland fire fighters. It appears the driver of the van fell 

asleep while trying to negotiate a curve in the road and struck the left front side of a Freightliner truck headed west bound. As a result of the 

accident four of the wildland fire fighters were transported by ambulance to Pioneer Memorial Hospital in Prinville, three were transported to 

St.Charles Medical Center in Bend (two by ambulance and one by lifeflight),

Three were transported by ambulance to St.Charles Medical Center in Redmond. Nine of the accident victims were treated for minor injuries 

and released. One victim suffered broken ribs and was kept over night at St.Charles Medical Center in Bend.

7/10/2012 315668780 29 No Yes Bruise,

contusion,

abrasion

Body

system

Motor

vehicle

(highway)

Other Other MVA:  On July 10, 2012 at approximately 2:15am a group of three vehicles was headed eastbound on Hwy 126E near mile post 12 west of 

Prineville. The second vehicle in that group a 2000 Chevrolet van was carrying 10 wildland fire fighters. It appears the driver of the van fell 

asleep while trying to negotiate a curve in the road and struck the left front side of a Freightliner truck headed west bound. As a result of the 

accident four of the wildland fire fighters were transported by ambulance to Pioneer Memorial Hospital in Prinville, three were transported to 

St.Charles Medical Center in Bend (two by ambulance and one by lifeflight),

Three were transported by ambulance to St.Charles Medical Center in Redmond. Nine of the accident victims were treated for minor injuries 

and released. One victim suffered broken ribs and was kept over night at St.Charles Medical Center in Bend.

7/10/2012 315668780 35 No Yes Bruise,

contusion,

abrasion

Body

system

Motor

vehicle

(highway)

Other Other MVA:  On July 10, 2012 at approximately 2:15am a group of three vehicles was headed eastbound on Hwy 126E near mile post 12 west of 

Prineville. The second vehicle in that group a 2000 Chevrolet van was carrying 10 wildland fire fighters. It appears the driver of the van fell 

asleep while trying to negotiate a curve in the road and struck the left front side of a Freightliner truck headed west bound. As a result of the 

accident four of the wildland fire fighters were transported by ambulance to Pioneer Memorial Hospital in Prinville, three were transported to 

St.Charles Medical Center in Bend (two by ambulance and one by lifeflight),

Three were transported by ambulance to St.Charles Medical Center in Redmond. Nine of the accident victims were treated for minor injuries 

and released. One victim suffered broken ribs and was kept over night at St.Charles Medical Center in Bend.

7/13/2012 315903187 28 No Yes Fracture Head Other Other Other THE VICTIM WAS STRUCK IN THE HEAD.:  The employees had climbed the metal overhead power line tower and the helicopter had 

delivered the first cart that attached to the power line. The employees were preparing tools and supplies in preparation to replace the 

spacers between power lines when they heard the victim yelling. The victim was in the cart and rolling down the line towards

the spacer, as the victim came to the spacer he attempted to duck down under the spacer and was struck in the face and head area. The 

employees on the tower started rescue procedures and the victim was transported by the on site helicopter directly to the ambulance. The 

victim received a cut lower lip, multiple broken teeth and multiple damaged vertebrae in his neck area. 

7/17/2012 316427962 51 No Yes Poisoning

(systemic)

Lung Gases Gas,

vapor,mist,

fume, dust,

etc.

condition

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

CARBON MONOXIDE OVER EXPOSURE:  On July 17, 2012 at approximately 4:00 AM the sanitation crew began to clean the floors in the 

Processing Room. Some of the processing machine operators were also in the room preparing for the day. The crew's second electric 

powered pressure washer was broken and so one of the teams (two workers – one spraying and one squeegeeing) decided to bring a gas 

powered pressure washer into the room. The gas engine…

7/18/2012 316427921 49 No Yes Poisoning

(systemic)

Body

system

Gases Gas,

vapor,mist,

fume, dust,

etc.

condition

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

Two employees were in a 14-foot pit, operating a chop saw to alter the location of the current manhole, when they were overcome by 

carbon monoxide. One employee lost consciousness and one employee experienced nausea, a headache, weakness, vomiting and 

confusion. The employee that lost consciousness was hospitalized and received hyperbaric chamber therapy and the other employee 

received oxygen and was later released. There was a third employee that entered the pit to rescue the other employees, he was also 

transported to the hospital, where he was later released. 

7/19/2012 315669358 36 No No Cut or

laceration

Hand(s) Ladder Shear point

action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

2 EMPLOYEE FELL FROM A 4 FOOT STEP LADDER.:  On July 19, 2012 at approximately 11:30 am, the victim was using a 4-step step-

ladder to drill trunk holes in the ceiling joists when all of a sudden the ladder collapsed. The victim tried to catch his balance as he was 

stumbling backwards he bumped up against some doors that were leaned up against a wall behind him. He instinctively grabbed one of the 

doors with his left hand (the door had a metal flange protruding out) and his hand slid down the flange cutting his ring finger and pinky finger 

on his left hand. The injuries the victim sustained required surgery.
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Oregon OSHA accident investigation data for inspections opened in 2012

Event Date

Insp 

Number Age Fatality?

Hospit-

alized? Nature Part Source

Environ-

mental 

Factor Human Factor

Fall

Ht Accident Description
7/23/2012 315938969 38 No Yes Bruise,

contusion,

abrasion

Body

system

Motor

vehicle

(highway)

Catch point

or puncture

action

Other MVA:  Employees transported as passengers in forestry van were injured when struck by civilian vehicle in intersection of city roadway.

7/23/2012 315938969 23 No Yes Bruise,

contusion,

abrasion

Body

system

Motor

vehicle

(highway)

Catch point

or puncture

action

Other MVA:  Employees transported as passengers in forestry van were injured when struck by civilian vehicle in intersection of city roadway.

7/23/2012 315938969 21 No Yes Bruise,

contusion,

abrasion

Body

system

Motor

vehicle

(highway)

Catch point

or puncture

action

Other MVA:  Employees transported as passengers in forestry van were injured when struck by civilian vehicle in intersection of city roadway.

7/23/2012 315938969 23 Yes No Bruise,

contusion,

abrasion

Body

system

Motor

vehicle

(highway)

Catch point

or puncture

action

Other MVA:  Employees transported as passengers in forestry van were injured when struck by civilian vehicle in intersection of city roadway.

7/23/2012 316428416 33 No Yes Fracture Back Buildings Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

22 FALL THROUGH SKYLIGHT:  A roofing worker fell approximately 22 feet to a concrete floor when he stepped on a fiberglas skylight panel 

that gave way while he was reroofing a metal building.

7/26/2012 315669275 43 No Yes Burn or

scald (heat)

Multiple Electrical

apparatus

or wiring

Other Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

EMPLOYEE BURNED FROM ARC FLASH:  The victim was troubleshooting an electrical system for a water pump, at a client's site. He 

tested the infeed side of the power in the disconnect box. There was an arc flash, which resulted in serious burns to his left hand and arm.

7/30/2012 315939421 42 No Yes Fracture Chest Working

surface

Other Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

8 FALL FROM LADDER:  On 7/30/12, at approximately 9:30 am, Employee #1 was engaged in hanging continuos gutters on a garage 

structure. He was standing on the 3rd rung of a 10 foot orchard ladder and was about to place the gutter when the front leg of the ladder 

settled into the ground. The employee fell off the ladder and fractured six ribs and his scapula. He was hospitalized and released nearly a 

week later.

7/31/2012 315927822 45 No Yes Other Lung Chemical

(liquids or

vapors)

Chemical

action/reacti

on exposure

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

WORKER MIXED TWO INCOMPATABLE CHEMICALS CAUSING ILLNESS:  Worker dumped the remaining fluid from several 55-gallon 

drums of cleaning fluids into a drain. incompatible chemicals reacted into chlorine gas and sickened the worker. The worker was admitted to 

the hospital for 2 days. There were no witnesses, the worker did not follow established drum cleaning procedures.

8/11/2012 315903633 29 No Yes Other Abdomen Firearm Other Other VICTIM SHOT MULTIPLE TIMES BY SUSPECT:  Victim was shot multiple times by suspect trying to elude police officer.

8/13/2012 316429471 48 No Yes Electric

shock

Body

system

Machine Other Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

SHOCK/FALL FROM LADDER:  A service technician sustained serious injuries while servicing the control unit for an automatic overhead 

door. He was standing approximately 15 feet up on a fiberglass extension ladder attempting to adjust a positioning interlock switch inside of 

the control unit when he sustained a serious electrical shock and fell from the ladder.

8/13/2012 316429422 34 No Yes Other Lung Motor

vehicle

(industrial)

Other Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

WORKER PINNED BETWEEN FORKLIFT AND CEMENT BLOCKS ON A PALLET:  Forklift operator drove the truck backwards and onto 

another worker who was nearby pinning him between pallets of concrete block and the back of the truck.

8/13/2012 316429521 0 No No 0 AMMONIA LEAK:  There was an ammonia leak in the mezzanine service corridor. No serious injuries. Three were sent to the hospital for 

precautionary purposes.

8/14/2012 315928085 19 Yes No Other Multiple Person Other Other HOMICIDE:  Victim was found deceased in a room of the motel. 911 was called an a police investigation is underway after cause of death 

was determined to be a possible homicide.

8/17/2012 316633858 53 No Yes Fracture Hand(s) Machine Pinch point

action

Operational

position not

appropriate for

task

CAUGHT IN A MACHINE:  On or about August 17, 2012 at approximately 8:57 pm the victim was in the process of cleaning a rotating set of 

three horizontal rollers on a stainless steel line. The victim was using a Milwaukie drill with a seven inch by two inch rough scotch brite 

wheel. While the victim was cleaning the surface of the approximate seven inch roller his gloved hand caught in the in-going nip point taking 

his left hand through the 3/8-inch opening. He suffered a crushed hand.

8/17/2012 316429612 57 No Yes Fracture Multiple Ladder Other Equipment

inuse not

appropriate for

operation or

process

15 AN EMPLOYEE FELL FROM A LADDER THAT WAS ON TOP OF A SCAFFOLD:  An employee was working on an step ladder that was 

used on top of a mobile scaffold. The employee was reaching out to the side when the scaffold moved and he fell to the ground 

approximately 7 feet.

8/20/2012 316429661 24 No Yes Cut or

laceration

Neck Glass Flying object

action

Operational

position not

appropriate for

task

EMPLOYEE WAS STRUCK IN THE NECK BY A PIECE OF GLASS.:  Two employees were attempting to lift a piece of glass off of a cutting 

table. The glass broke in their hands and a piece of glass struck an employee in the neck.

8/24/2012 316634039 21 No Yes Amputation Finger(s) Machine Shear point

action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

FINGER AMPUTATION, CAUSED BY AUGER.:  Employee was checking a screw auger to see if it was plugged, by putting his hand in the 

outfeed. His hand was caught by the auger, severing two fo his fingers and crushing a third.
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Oregon OSHA accident investigation data for inspections opened in 2012

Event Date

Insp 

Number Age Fatality?

Hospit-

alized? Nature Part Source

Environ-

mental 

Factor Human Factor

Fall

Ht Accident Description
8/31/2012 316634245 48 No Yes Fracture Leg(s) Materials

handling

equipment

Overhead

moving

and/or falling

object action

Operational

position not

appropriate for

task

STRUCK BY BLOCK:  On or about August 31, 2012 at approximately 9:30 am, the victim was in the process of straightening logs 

approximately 8 feet long by 16 inch diameter on a stepper to the log chain at the mill. Part of the process is for the operator to eject (kick) 

logs that are of oversize lengths and diameter onto a conveyor to take them out of the system and eject them onto the ground. The line shut 

down because of a problem further in the mill. However, the log on the conveyor had not been ejected to the ground. The victim and 

operator where called into the mill to help with the problem. As the victim left his station, the log was automatically ejected and thrown into 

the victim. It struck the victim's left leg.

9/3/2012 316708585 48 No Yes Fracture Head Working

surface

Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

18 FALL FROM ROOF:  A roofer fell approximately 18 feet from a 9/12 pich residential roof he was sheeting. He was not using fall protection 

equipment.

9/6/2012 316708882 63 No Yes Burn or

scald (heat)

Foot, feet,

toes or

ankle(s)

Fire or

smoke

Temperature

above or

below

tolerance

level

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

EMPLOYEE GOT BURN FROM GRASS FIRE WHILE CUTTING BOLT WITH A TORCH:  The employee was using an oxygen-acetylene 

torch to cut off a bolt from a chassis located in the outdoor repair lot. The dry grass and brush nearby caught fire due to the sparks created 

by the cutting torch. The emplopyee tried to put out the fire with water from the five gallon jug, and in the process he got 2nd and 3rd degree 

burn on his legs.

9/7/2012 315940288 31 No Yes Fracture Back Vegetation Overhead

moving

and/or falling

object action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

STRUCK BY TREE:  On 9/7/12, at approximately 10:00 am, Emp #1 was engaged in falling a small patch of trees in aright of way. He had 

placed a face cut in a 12"dbh fir tree and started the back cut when the tree set back and pinched the saw bar. He went to another tree 

about 40' behind to push the cut up tree over. At some point during the process, the cut up tree fell over and struck the victim. He received 

multiple spinal fractures and was hospitalized.

9/11/2012 315928499 48 No Yes Burn or

scald (heat)

Arms(s) -

multiple

Electrical

apparatus

or wiring

Other Equipment

inuse not

appropriate for

operation or

process

ONE EMPLOYEE BURNED FROM ARC FLASH:  One employee was working in a panel box changing a contactor for the pivot when the 

contactor failed causing an arc flash burning the employee on his left arm, face and neck.

9/12/2012 316634526 73 Yes No Other Head Machine Other Other CRUSHED BY:  On or about September 13, 2012 at approximately 12:30pm an employee was in the process of moving a DynaPac CA25 

roller from one forest road to another road system. The accident victim had started down a steep section of the road and had traveled 

approximately 300 feet when the roller went off the upper side of the road and tipped over. The accident victim was thrown from the roller 

which then tipped over crushing the victim.

9/13/2012 316634674 22 No Yes Fracture Body

system

Motor

vehicle

(industrial)

Other Equipment

inuse not

appropriate for

operation or

process

MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT:  On or about September 13, 2012 at approximately 10:15am the victim was in the process of operating an 

ATV. Prior to riding the ATV He noticed a broken tie rod. He made a quick fix with tie wire. He continued to ride the machine until the tie wire 

failed, sending him and the machine into a ditch and a power pole.

9/14/2012 316708965 23 No Yes Fracture Lower

leg(s)

Motor

vehicle

(industrial)

Materials

handling

equipment or

method

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

ORCHARD WORKER FELL OFF OF LADDER WHEN IT WAS HIT BY TRACTOR:  An orchard worker was standing on the third or fourth 

step of an orchard ladder when a tractor carrying a bin transporter drove by and hit the ladder causing the worker to fall and being run over 

by the two wheels of the transporter.

9/16/2012 316709187 49 No Yes Cut or

laceration

Lower

arm(s)

Machine Pinch point

action

Malfunction of

procedure for

lock-out tag-out

AN EMPLOYEE'S ARM WAS CAUGHT IN AN ICE MACHINE:  An employees arm was caught in an ice machine

9/18/2012 316709229 21 No Yes Fracture Back Buildings Other Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

5 ROOFING EMPLOYEE FELL FROM ROOF:  The foreman of a roofing crew reached over to pull an air hose towards himself and ended up 

losing his balance causing him to fall to the driveway below.

9/20/2012 316709302 40 No Yes Fracture Body

system

Other Flying object

action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

EMPLOYEE WAS STRUCK BY A TREE WHILE FALLING TIMBER.:  One employee had just finished falling a fir tree, when another 

employee working above him was falling an Alder. The Alder went over sideways which landed on a downed wind fall braking the wind fall 

into several sections,with one of the sections striking the one employee in the upper body.

10/3/2012 316635143 46 No Yes Fracture Finger(s) Hand tool

(powered)

Flying object

action

Safety devices

removed or

inoperative

GRINDER WHEEL EXPLODED BREAKING VICTIMS LEFT PINKY FINGER.:  The victim was using a "big" air grinder without a guard. The 

victim was smoothing out a welding bevel so that the flange would fit tight when all of a sudden the grinding wheel broke and pieces of the 

wheel struck the victim's left pinky finger. The victim was taken to the hospital and had surgery on his finger the next morning. The injury 

sustained was a dislocated knuckle and a bone that was broken in two places.

10/4/2012 316710185 69 Yes No Cut or

laceration

Neck Machine Catch point

or puncture

action

Operational

position not

appropriate for

task

TANGLED IN LATHE:  Employee operating a lathe reached in to smooth out a bur with a rat tail file wrapped in emery cloth when he 

became entangled in the rotating part wrapping when his left arm around the rotating part pulling him into the machine where he was struck 

multiple times in the neck area causing fatal injuries.
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Oregon OSHA accident investigation data for inspections opened in 2012

Event Date

Insp 

Number Age Fatality?

Hospit-

alized? Nature Part Source

Environ-

mental 

Factor Human Factor

Fall

Ht Accident Description
10/9/2012 315905141 45 No Yes Fracture Face Boxes,

barrels, etc

Overhead

moving

and/or falling

object action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

A STACK OF PLYWOOD FELL AND STRUCK AN EMPLOYEE IN THE HEAD.:  Employees were unloading used plywood from a dump 

box. The stack of plywood fell over and struck an employee in the head. The employee was pinned to the side and floor of the dump box by 

the plywood. A forklift was used to get the plywood off of the employee.

10/11/2012 315941146 60 No Yes Electric

shock

Hand(s) Electrical

apparatus

or wiring

Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Malfunction of

procedure for

lock-out tag-out

EMPLOYEE MADE CONTACT WITH ENERGIZED CONDUCTORS:  An employee was performing maintenance on a HEPA fan unit and 

did not de-energize and LO/TO the unit. He made contact with the energized conductors and burned his hands.

10/12/2012 315928788 33 No Yes Fracture Upper

Arm(s)

Materials

handling

equipment

Other Malfunction of

procedure for

lock-out tag-out

THE VICTIM'S ARM WAS CAUGHT IN A CONVEYOR BELT TAIL ROLL.:  On or about October 12, 2012, at approximately 4:00 am, the 

victim was attempting to clean the tail roll area of a conveyor belt, with the help of a coworker. The coworker was turning the belt on and off 

to reposition it during the cleaning. The conveyor started up unexpectedly, and the victim's arm was caught in the pinch point of the belt and 

roll.

10/19/2012 316711332 51 No Yes Concussion Head Hoisting

apparatus

Flying object

action

Malfunction of

procedure for

securing

operation or

warning of

hazardous

situation

EMPLOYEE WAS STRUCK IN THE HEAD WHILE LIFTING A POTTED TREE.:  Two employees were lifting and ornamental tree out of a 

pot when the strap broke, resulting in one of the employees being struck in the head.

10/19/2012 316710953 40 No No Fracture Lower

leg(s)

Working

surface

Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Other EMPLOYEE FELL FROM 3RD FLOOR BREEZEWAYAFTER RAILING FAILED.:  Concrete pump operator leaned over railing on the 3rd 

floor breezeway to make sure that his boom did not hit the building and the railing failed. Employee sustained a fracture to his lower right 

leg.

10/22/2012 315905174 40 No Yes Amputation Upper

Arm(s)

Machine Pinch point

action

Malfunction of

procedure for

securing

operation or

warning of

hazardous

situation

AMPUTATION OF RIGHT ARM WHILE OPERATING A HULA SAW.:  The victim was operating a hula saw when a jam up occurred. The 

victim shut the saws off and reached in front of the right saw. While reaching the victim activated the right saw which came out and severed 

the right arm. The saw blade was still turning when it came in contact with the arm.

10/25/2012 316711092 55 Yes No Fracture Head Ladder Overhead

moving

and/or falling

object action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

16 FALL FROM LADDER:  A worker installing siding on a residence under remodel fell from an extension ladder erected approximately 16 feet 

high while installing new siding.

10/26/2012 315928945 49 No Yes Bruise,

contusion,

abrasion

Abdomen Working

surface

Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Equipment

inuse not

appropriate for

operation or

process

2 EMPLOYEE STEPPED ON LOSE BOARD AND FELL TO SAME LEVEL.:  The employee stepped out of the house to the front porch deck 

that was only joist framed with no subfloor sheeting. He step on the end of a board that was laying across the floor joist. The board flipped 

up vertical and the other end came in contact with his belly pole- vaulting him over on to the concrete steps in front of the porch. The 

employee received internal injuries to his abdomen.

10/30/2012 316635838 39 No Yes Fracture Body

system

Materials

handling

equipment

Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Defective

equipment:

Knowingly used

6 FALL FROM ELEVATION:  On or about October 30, 2012 at approximately 11:00 am, the victim was in the process of climbing down off of 

a caterpillar 966 loader, when he fell. He fell approximately 6 feet to the ground below. He sustained a left fracture to his hip and pelvis plus 

a fractured left wrist.

10/30/2012 316711522 60 No Yes Bruise,

contusion,

abrasion

Head Other Other Other FAINTING - NONE WORK RELATED:  On October 30, 2012 the victim, a printing machine operator, passed out and struck his head on the 

concrete floor in the shop. He was standing in an open area near the south operator's controls and did not contact any part of the printing 

machine. He came to work that day feeling ill. Members of his family had been suffering from influenza during the

previous days before the accident. His injury came from the blow of his head with the floor. He returned to full work duty the next week. OR-

OSHA conducted an air sampling evaluation for chemical vapors and found no significant

concentrations. It was concluded that fainting episode was not work environment related.

10/30/2012 315905521 60 Yes No Concussion Head Buildings Other Other 2 FALL:  The victim was installing trim around a ceiling opening of a new sky light fixture that had been installed in a residential home. The 

victim was working from a four foot ladder when he apparently stepped off the ladder and tripped hitting his head on a wood stove near the 

work area. The area where the victim was working measured 91 inch's from the floor. One would assume that the 6 foot tall victim could not 

have been more than one or two steps up the ladder to reach the work area.The victim was transported to River Bend Hospital where he 

later passed on due to the head injury.
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Oregon OSHA accident investigation data for inspections opened in 2012

Event Date

Insp 

Number Age Fatality?

Hospit-

alized? Nature Part Source

Environ-

mental 

Factor Human Factor

Fall

Ht Accident Description
11/5/2012 315905638 55 No Yes Fracture Multiple Other Other Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

THE VICTIM WAS STRUCK BY A LOG ON THE LANDING.:  As the turn of logs was landed, a maple log laid up against part of the yarder. 

The victim decided to duck under the log to make his way over to the other logs in the turn, as he ducked under the log it slid off the yarder 

and landed on top of the victim. The victim received a broken leg, broken ribs and damage to one lung. 

11/7/2012 316635796 29 No Yes Cut or

laceration

Hand(s) Machine Other Malfunction of

procedure for

securing

operation or

warning of

hazardous

situation

CAME IN CONTACT WITH TRIM SAW AND CUT RIGHT HAND.:  While stacking pallet stock, production stopped and the victim's 

coworkers' were trying to figure out why it had stopped. The first step was to check the trim saw to make sure the vacuum pipes were not 

plugged. The trim saw was locked out prior to performing this task. The victim unhooked the vacuum hose and shook it and beat on the side 

of the hose just in case it was plugged. He then went to check out the clean-out chute (located just below the saw) to see if it was plugged. 

He raised the trap door and put his right hand inside (while the trim saw was still rotating) and the saw grabbed his glove and seriously cut 

his right hand and fingers. The injuries the victim sustained were a severed right thumb and a mangled ring and pinky fingers.

11/11/2012 316635754 28 No Yes Fracture Finger(s) Machine Pinch point

action

Insufficient or

lack of

engineering

controls

CRUSHED FINGER:  On or about November 11, 2012 at approximately 11:30 am an employee was working on a crew that was palletizing 

christmas trees. The accident victim was stationed across from the palletizer operator's station next to the band feeding switch. The 

accident victim had placed his right hand on part of the frame behind the compressor chamber and as the compressor chamber was being 

lowered the accident victim's right index finger was crushed between the frame and the compressor chamber.

11/12/2012 316711985 30 No Yes Fracture Lower

leg(s)

Working

surface

Flying object

action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

THE CHASER WAS STRUCK BY A LOG ON THE LANDING.:  The chaser was standing next to the yarder waiting to unbell chokers from 

the turn that was being sent in, when the process operator struck a log with another log he was working on, causing the log laying on the 

ground to swing sideways striking the employee in the leg.

11/15/2012 316789247 47 Yes No Fracture Body

system

Motor

vehicle

(highway)

Other Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

MVA:  The employee was driving a loaded log truck down a steep grade on the Coos Bay Wagon Rd.As he entered a sharp corner he lost 

control and failed to negotiate the turn. The truck went over the embankment and rolled several times. The driver was ejected from the 

vehicle and was found dead at the scene.

11/17/2012 316635820 33 No Yes Fracture Back Working

surface

Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

11 FELL FROM ELEVATION:  On or about November 17, 2012 at approximately 12:45 pm, the victim with three other employees were 

cleaning gutters on an approximately 25 bay green house. The gutters were in the valley's between each peaked roof. The roof were at an 

approximate pitch of 5:12 and constructed of a poly-carbonate material. The victim while walking through the approximate 10- inch wide 

gutter, mis-stepped onto the poly-carbonate. He fell through to the ground approximately 11 foot 3-inches below. He sustained a 

concussion and a fractured vertebrae.

12/6/2012 316636141 30 No Yes Amputation Finger(s) Machine Squeeze

point action

Other THE VICTIM GOT HIS FINGERS SMASHED AT THE PACKAGER.:  The victim was in process of sticking a label on a unit of lumber at the 

bander machine when his right hand got in between the unit of lumber and the squeezer. When the squeezer automatically began its 

normal cycle, the victims right hand was caught in between the unit of lumber and the squeezer. This caused serious injuries to the victim 

fingers. The injuries sustained were an amputated middle finger. The doctors were able to save his index and pinky fingers. His thumb was 

not injured.

12/12/2012 316636372 43 No Yes Fracture Leg(s) Machine Other Other FALL TO GROUND:  On or about December 12, 2012, the victim was operating a Gillison's tower pruner. The power mechanism on the 

machine malfunctioned and began to smoke. The controls to lower the bucket did not operate as they should have. The employee then 

attempted to lower himself to the ground using a rope. The victim fell to the ground and broke both legs.

12/18/2012 316714351 42 No Yes Fracture Back Working

surface

Overhead

moving

and/or falling

object action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

25 FALL FROM UTILITY POLE:  A journeyman lineman fell approximately 25 feet from a power pole he was working on.

12/19/2012 316714393 39 No Yes Fracture Neck Buildings Overhead

moving

and/or falling

object action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

9 FALL FROM ROOF:  A custodial worker fell approximately 9 feet from the roof of a maintenance building while he was on the roof cleaning 

roof drains.

12/20/2012 316636539 53 No Yes Fracture Multiple Machine Flying object

action

Procedure for

handling

materials not

appropriate for

task

A WORKER WAS STRUCK BY A LOG.:  On or about December 20, 2012 at approximately 11:00 am, an employee was limbing and 

bucking logs on yoder landing site when the loader operator picked up a log that he was going to roll over so the chaser could finish limbing 

it. The log that was being lifted by the loader still had a second piece attached to it and as the loader operator started to swing the log the 

second piece broke off cause the section being lifted to swing in the direction of the chaser. the log struck the chaser resulting in a 

dislocated left shoulder and a broken right leg below the knee.
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